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SOLUTIONS

Developing Effective Mechanisms that
Promote Fiscal Sustainability
By Mark Pisano and Richard F. Callahan

Research shows that
fiscal stresses are not
a temporary feature of
the local government
landscape, and the
lessons learned on
leadership for fiscal
sustainability will become
increasingly valuable.

S

tate and local governments
will likely continue to face the
stress and shortfalls caused by
THE 'REAT 2ECESSION FOR AN EXTENDED
period. Three years of research on fiscal
sustainability in local government in
Southern California1 identifies strategies that can be used to address this
STRESS INCLUDING OPTIONS FOR THE EXECUtive, budget, and finance functions of
these jurisdictions.

This analysis points to continued
pressure on all government budgets
for decades.

From the beginning of this research,
the most obvious feature of the local
government landscape in Southern
California was the significant stress on
each jurisdiction’s budget, particularly
IN THE CONTEXT OF A STATE GOVERNMENT
budget deficit reaching tens of billions
of dollars. Now, as the third year of
STUDIES  TOTALING  CASES  COMES
to a close, it becomes clear that fiscal
stresses are not a temporary feature
of the local government landscape,
and will undoubtedly continue. As
SHOWN IN %XHIBIT  THE 53 'ENERAL
Accountability Office projects increasing operating deficits in state and
local government.

RESEARCHING IN THE
CURRENT FISCAL CONTEXT

Additional research performed in
conjunction with the GAO suggests
that the demographic changes in the
country may increase costs of governMENT EXPENDITURE REDUCE THE GROWTH
OF INDIVIDUALS INCOMES AND EXPENditures, and significantly reduce the
GROWTH OF INDIVIDUAL TAX PAYMENTS
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As a result, the lessons learned on
leadership for fiscal sustainability will
become increasingly valuable to career
government finance and budget officers, as well as to the appointed public
EXECUTIVES AND ELECTED OFFICIALS WHO
RELY ON THEIR EXPERTISE

The research looked at how leadership practices, including strategy
development, correlated with a jurisdiction’s fiscal sustainability. The leadership challenge was not limited to the
impact of the Great Recession on local
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY AND SALES TAX REVenues, coupled with state government
deficits. An equally challenging component for staff in the California local
jurisdictions studied has been how the
political and social systems deal with
the fiscal and demographic realities.
The unwillingness of the populace and
leadership to confront the numbers has
been described as “magical thinking.”2
Similarly, a noted authority3 outlined a
budget approach where an electorate
wanted a “free lunch” and elected leadership sought ways to deliver increased
SERVICES WITHOUT RAISING TAXES
The research team developed a process of searching for jurisdictions that

Exhibit 1: State and Local Governments Face Increasing Fiscal Challenges
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Source: GAO simulations, updated April 2011.
Note: Historical data are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis’s National Income and Product Accounts from 1980 to 2009. Data in 2010 are GAO estimates aligned
with published data where available. GAO simulations are from 2011 to 2060, using many Congressional Budget Office projections and assumptions, particularly for the
next 10 years. Simulations are based on current policy.

had successfully advanced fiscal sustainability, as well as those that did not
 INCLUDING ONE CASE OF A CITY COUNCIL
filing for bankruptcy. The case study
GOVERNMENTS ARE LISTED IN %XHIBIT 
4HE RESEARCH EXPLORED HOW THESE
local jurisdictions developed, or failed
to develop, processes that not only
addressed the “bad news” of the economic downturn, but also how they
might develop strategies that anticipated fiscal bad news. The findings were
drawn by studying the politics of govERNING BOARD INTERACTIONS WITH EXECUtive and finance staff and by researching how threatening the fiscal stresses
appeared to the decision makers. The
successful practices the research team
found across a range of cases (or where
these practices were absent, in cases of
unsustainable budgets) can be summarized as follows.

1. Fiscal Decisions as Part of Strategy Development. First, fiscal decision making should be approached
through the development of strategy. In
practice this includes:
Q

Moving from departmental or functional silos that “stove pipe” decision
making to treating the budget as a
common pool of resources available
to all departments.

Q

Q

Q

Accounting for the full costs of capital projects and negotiated collective bargaining agreements, including the immediate salary and benefit
costs, as well as the long-term salary,
benefits, and pension costs.
Committing one-time revenues to
ONE TIME EXPENDITURES
Moving from assumptions that
positive fiscal trends are inevit-

Exhibit 2: Case Study Governments
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Note: The first two years of case studies were published in the 2012 Spring and 2013 Spring issues of National
Civic Review.
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able and anticipating future fiscal
stresses.
Q

Q

Connecting environmental and planning processes to look at the longterm demands on budgets.
Favoring decision-making processes
that develop trust among the competing interests.

2. Fiscal Fluency: Professional
Expertise Matters. This is the fiscal fluency of leadership. In successful jurisdictions, the language of finance is well
known and is used to create shared
meaning.4 Fiscal fluency is consistent
with research showing that effective
leaders use language to develop clarity
of purpose, allowing others in the organization to clearly see the challenges
ahead and the steps needed to move
forward.5 Essentially, fiscal fluency is
the development of professional, longTERM STAFF WITH EXPERTISE IN BUDGETS
public finance, borrowing, demographics, and negotiations with federal and
state funding sources.
3. Civic Infrastructure Can Support
Strategy Development. The civic
INFRASTRUCTURE  PARTICULARLY A BALANCE
of voluntary associations and interest
groups concerned with community
MAINTENANCE  CAN SIGNIFICANTLY SUPport the development of strategy needed to address fiscal downturns. Where
public leadership connects with civic
leadership, trust develops. Strategies
for building this community capacity
go beyond public participation and
public education. Not all the cases
of fiscal sustainability included the
presence of civic engagement, but the
absence of an engaged and vibrant
civic infrastructure was observed in
cases of fiscal instability.
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4. The Value of Transparency.
Transparency of information from
budgets, official statements, audit findings, etc., creates an organizational
CULTURE THAT ENCOURAGES PUBLIC EXECUtives, budget and finance staff, and
auditors to speak truthfully about
the fiscal environment. Transparency
supports the development of strategies to address immediate and longterm fiscal stresses. In the absence
of transparency, the politics of shortterm, incremental decision making
enervate financial management. Poor
short-term decisions based on financial
unrealities will be made with the hope
that, down the road, the future will be
brighter. However, the GAO projections and related research suggest that
the long-run financial picture will not
be punctuated with growth trends sufficient to overcome poor fiscal decision making today. Transparency helps
connect decision making with longterm consequences.

GAO projections
and related research
suggest that the longrun financial picture will
not be punctuated with
growth trends sufficient
to overcome poor fiscal
decision making today.

5. Clearly Marked Lines of Authority.
%XECUTIVE AUTHORITY SHOULD BE CLEARLY
structured. When the lines of authority
BETWEEN FISCAL EXECUTIVES AND ELECTED
policymakers are blurred, confusion

reigns and accountability becomes diffused. In several of the high-performING JURISDICTIONS STUDIED THE EXECUtive function had been strengthened.
Structural dynamics need to make it
EASIER FOR EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY TO DIRECTLY
address the short- and long-term fiscal
sustainability of the jurisdiction.
MOVING FISCAL
SUSTAINABILITY FORWARD
When fiscal stress is present and likely to endure, better-performing jurisdictions begin to address matters by
being rigorous about future revenues.
The five decision rules outlined above
appear to move fiscal sustainability
beyond simply a balanced budget. The
PROFESSIONAL EXPERTS CONSULTED AS PART
of the research repeatedly emphasized
that fiscal sustainability goes beyond
a singular objective to balance the
budget. These managers cautioned that
balancing through cost-cutting measures alone would eviscerate a community in the long term. Similarly,
they cautioned that simply providing
resources to public safety functions
does not ensure a safer jurisdiction.
Rather, they collectively discussed an
operational definition of meeting community needs through short- and longterm fiscal stewardship, partnerships,
and strategies.
The essence of this definition of fiscal
sustainability is that, in the face of longterm fiscal stress, governmental entities will both manage known resources
and help get the community involved
in solving problems. This engagement
will create the community maintenance process a jurisdictions needs
to sustain it through the long-term
stress ahead. Knowing and protecting
these resources is the first step in this

process. Further, given the uncertainties of the intergovernmental financial
system, a policy of relying on intergovernmental transfers as long-term
resources in a baseline budget should
be carefully reviewed.
Developing an outcome- and performance-based decision-making framework can be an effective fiscal sustainability strategy. The successful leaders
in the case studies all used strategies
to compliment their stewardship principles in a manner that helped achieve
community needs.
Another successful strategy is to connect fiscal sustainability to the community’s environmental and business
concerns. The key here is that the
major new role of leadership, and particularly of elected officials, is to create
the need for partnerships and for political space that allows organizations to
join the discussion, making sure that
all interests are considered. In other
words, the responsibility for providing
FOR COMMUNITY NEEDS IS NOT EXCLUSIVELY
a function of the government. One of
government’s major responsibilities is
THAT OF INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN  WRITING
THE RULES OF THE GAME  SO THAT ALL
community organizations and individuals can become part of the problemsolving team.
CONCLUSIONS
The research this article is based
on looked at leadership practices that
develop effective mechanisms for fisCAL SUSTAINABILITY 4HE COMPLEXITY AND
dynamics of special interest groups
CAN EXACERBATE AMBIGUITY AND THUS
reduce the clarity that is needed for
fiscal sustainability. In this respect,
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE 'REAT 2ECESSION

may suggest updating charters and
laws governing financial understanding, decision making, and
accountability in local government so
THAT EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP HAS THE ORGAnizational capacity to be sufficiently
independent in a way that allows it to
bring information to the policy table
without interference from the decisionmaking process. Many strategies for
enhancing sustainability will require
modifications to the jurisdiction’s
organizational structure, which might
include changes in the government
charter that make all its divisions part of
THE SOLUTION SET &OR EXAMPLE CHARTERS
need to create partnerships as a fiscal
strategy mindset.
For several decades, there have been
quick recoveries from negative business cycles, which have conditioned
local and state officials to assume that
positive fiscal trends are inevitable.
This research demonstrates, however,
that our past budgetary decisions
have implications that are now
outpacing our growth in revenues.
4HIS MISMATCH IN EXPENDITURES AND
revenues is covered in the GAO state
and local trend reports. Additional
research also suggests that the
demographic changes occurring
in the United States are significantly
REDUCING THE GROWTH RATES IN TAXES PAID
A current deficiency in state and local
budgeting may be due to a lack of
understanding and incorporating these
long-term trends.
For each of the cases studied, the
PARTICULAR CONTEXT MATTERS GREATLY 4HE
purpose of this article is not to recommend that one jurisdiction’s success should be copied or that only
ONE MODEL EXISTS FOR ADVANCING FISCAL

sustainability. Rather, the research
findings suggest varied factors that
account for success, along with the
IMPORTANCE OF FINDING CONTEXT SPECIFIC
methods for implementing the practices and mechanisms needed. This work
indicates that substantial change in
the role and functioning of government
IS NECESSARY TO ENSURE THAT THE EXECUtive and financial staff and functions
can meet the challenge of long-term
fiscal stress. \
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